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Text Service
We have a text message service that will notify you of BELOW price sheets specials and limited time deals.
These texts come out 1-2 times per week and offer blowout sales on both seafood and produce.
Thank you!

Produce / Dairy

Produce / Dairy

Cucumber - Cucumbers remain limited. Georgia
production is nearly done for the fall and Florida is
slow starting. We are getting product from Mexico
with better quality but their product in limited also. We
should see relief in the next 10 days as both Florida and
Mexico start newer growing areas.

Broccoli - Cooler weather and shorter days are starting
to slow down broccoli production. Market is trending
upwards and will continue in this manner as we finish
out the week. Quality is fair, some light pin rot can still
be found but it is minimal.

Baby Arugula - Baby arugula production will be down
for the next 10-14 from the east coast. Heavy rains
from Hurricane Ian has Florida production behind and
heat from California has their production behind due to
quality. We will see prorate’ s from our vender.
Mexican Lemons - The crop is peaking on small fruit
and is expected to remain as such for majority of
the season. Lack of rain during the growth cycle has
impacted overall quality/shelf life; the fruit is stressed.
Overall availability will begin to ramp up as October
progresses, following demand trends as the Chilean
season comes to an end. There will be limited supplies
of large fruit this season, especially for spot market
sales; most yields are pre-committed to contracts/
programmed business. Considering altering your sizing
spec to secure consistent supply with added pricing
benefits.
Strawberries -Supplies will continue to be very light
throughout the remainder of the month and going
into November. The Watsonville and Salinas volume
is on the decline. Santa Maria has already passed
its peak and their volumes are trending downward.
Some growers in the northern regions are down as
much as 60% of their projected yields for this time of
year. Central Mexico is trending up as fruit crossings
increase. Limited crossings from Baja are happening
daily, but volumes are not expected to increase until
mid- November.

-

Luttuce - Markets continue to push through record
levels as Production and yields continue to erode.
Transitional production areas in Huron and Oxnard
have provided some relief but overall industry volume
continues to be insufficient to cover contracts at least
until Yuma starts in earnest early to mid November.
East Coast demand will continue to increase but at low
levels with the inflated prices.
Mangos - As the Brazilian season winds down,
production will soon transition to Ecuador. Packing
begins this week in Ecuador and we will be receiving
product the first week of November through the end
of the year (possibly into January if weather and
market trends permit). The Ecuadorian season is
expected to peak on 10/12ct, so we are looking to set up
seasonal promotions for all of November into the early
December.
Eggs - The egg market will just not quit rising. The
supplies are tight as holiday demand is ramping up. I
think we will see more next week, but hopefully less of
an increase. Stay tuned.
Butter - The Butter market softened this week with
only a few loads trading hands. I still feel that the
butter pricing will hold at these lofty levels for a few
more weeks at the minimum. Futures do show it
decreasing in both November and December. It has
been really hard to judge the markets in the last few
years.
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